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Uncover the hidden systems created by the most powerful tech companies in the world that are

determined to stop Donald Trump.Journalist Allum Bokhari has spent four years investigating

the tech giants that dominate the Internet: Google, Facebook, YouTube, Twitter. He has

discovered a dark plot to seize control of the flow of information, and utilize that power to its full

extent—to censor, manipulate, and ultimately sway the outcome of democratic elections. His

network of whistleblowers inside Google, Facebook and other companies explain how the tech

giants now see themselves as "good censors," benevolent commissars controlling the

information we receive to "protect" us from "dangerous" speech.They reveal secret methods to

covertly manipulate online information without us ever being aware of it, explaining how tech

companies can use big data to target undecided voters. They lift the lid on a plot four years in

the making—a plot to use the power of technology to stop Donald Trump's re-election.

About the AuthorAllum Bokhari currently serves as the senior technology correspondent at

Breitbart News, the leading source of conservative tech coverage. Thanks to his network of

sources in Silicon Valley, he has exposed YouTubes manipulation of its search results for

political topics, Googles efforts to curry favor in the world of D.C. think-tanks through strategic

donations, and Facebooks internal list of hate agents - prominent political users that it monitors

for potential acts of hate speech. Bokharis work has received praise from Donald Trump Jr.,

Fox News host Tucker Carlson, and Canadian media entrepreneur Ezra Levant. Bokhari has

appeared on local and national radio, TV, and web shows. He lives in Washington, DC.--This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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moderation team of r/The_Donald and thedonald.winAs the United States approaches the

2020 election, President Trump’s supporters find themselves in the crosshairs of all major

social media platforms.Whether from the rabidly left-wing Twitter Trust and Safety Council, an

activist Facebook administrator, or a political operative overseeing Reddit communities, Trump

allies and voters are at risk of censorship in the digital world by simply voicing their beliefs.

These companies enjoy protection under federal law, but their actions toward conservatives

clearly undermine their standing as neutral platforms and lend credence to the belief that they

have become publishers with clear political agendas. So why do they continue to enjoy the

special federal protections reserved for such platforms?We are the creators and moderators of

r/The_Donald, the largest community of Trump supporters on Reddit, the wildly popular

message board that calls itself “the front page of the internet.” For five years, Reddit—the

nineteenth-most-popular site on the web—has been home to our nearly eight hundred

thousand users and has become one of the most influential sources of pro-Trump content on



the web. A 2018 study by computer scientists at King’s College London, University College

London, Boston University, the University of Alabama, and the Cyprus University of Technology

found that we were far and away the top distributor of memes on the internet.1But our position

is in peril. Since r/The_Donald was created, Reddit has consistently targeted it with restrictions

that are not equally imposed upon other subreddits on the site. Even before President Trump’s

stunning victory in 2016, Reddit and its CEO, Steve Huffman, aka “spez,” began displaying

hostility toward us and taking actions to diminish our reach and suppress our message.

Reddit’s suppression of r/The_Donald only grew when George Soros acolyte Jessica Ashooh

joined Reddit as director of policy and de facto manager of Reddit communities.Our major

issues with Reddit began with the Pulse nightclub shooting, during which radical Islamist Omar

Mateen slaughtered forty-nine gay people and wounded an additional fifty-three. Upon learning

of the Muslim faith of the attacker, default subreddits, those with the most subscribers, began a

campaign of censorship and oppression of speech, going so far as to remove comments

directing users to locations to donate blood. As Redditors were unable to receive updates on

the shooting elsewhere, users began flocking to r/The_Donald and significantly boosted our

subscriber count. In response, Reddit began a long history of capricious actions aimed at

removing the voices of President Trump’s supporters from the Reddit public forum.Four days

after the shooting, Huffman, the Reddit CEO, stated the following concerning the reactionary

changes to their website: “Many people will ask if this is related to r/the_donald. The short

answer is no, we have been working on this change for a while, but I cannot deny their

behavior hastened its deployment. We have seen many communities like r/the_donald over the

years—ones that attempt to dominate the conversation on Reddit at the expense of everyone

else. This undermines Reddit, and we are not going to allow it.”2At the time of Huffman’s

statement, r/The_Donald enjoyed a place atop Reddit’s most active communities, thanks to our

devoted user base and the energy they expended in their support of President Trump’s 2020

campaign.While Huffman accused us of dominating the conversation, topics of interest to

progressives, such as support for net neutrality and the failed presidential campaigns of Bernie

Sanders, routinely made the front page, often originating from subreddits where the user

counts do not even remotely match the large number of upvotes (Reddit’s rough equivalent of

Facebook “likes”) they received. Clearly, “dominating the conversation” on Reddit is perfectly

fine if you’re a progressive.In November 2016, shortly after Trump’s election, Reddit’s CEO

revealed his true colors. Frustrated by our users continually mocking him, Huffman used his

database access to edit user comments in r/The_Donald, something unheard of on any social

media website and calling the integrity of Reddit as a whole into question. He offered a

halfhearted apology and continued as CEO despite the severe damage to the reputation of his

site.3 Imagine Mark Zuckerberg using his powers to edit your grandma’s Facebook post

because she made fun of him. That’s the equivalent of what Huffman did.One week later,

messages were leaked from Slack, an instant messaging service, that clearly displayed

collusion between site administrators and non-r/The_Donald moderators in an attempt to ban r/

The_Donald. Again, Huffman found himself in the middle of the controversy. The leaked

messages showed him saying, “I think we need to figure out T_D without banning them.

[Because] there will be another.”As part of a new advertising campaign, Reddit created a site

for prospective advertisers to view user counts in subreddits so that they might select where to

run their ads. While all other subreddits displayed numbers similar to what Reddit states, r/

The_Donald showed a number of 6 million users—far beyond the nearly eight hundred

thousand Reddit currently displays. Administrators attempted to explain the discrepancy as an

error, but together with our own website metrics, it cast doubt over the reliability of the site’s



numbers. Is Reddit hiding the true number of Trump supporters on its platform?Reddit’s anti-

Trump users often parroted the leftist media line that Trump supporters are Russian bots and

foreign operatives, but Reddit itself dispelled this lie in March 2018. It released a security report

stating that 14,000 posts during the 2016 election may have originated from Russia. Of those,

only 316 originated from r/The_Donald, by far the most active political subreddit during the

election cycle.June 2019 saw Reddit hit r/The_Donald with a deathblow, by putting us in

“quarantine.” This made our subreddit invisible to anyone not subscribed to r/The_Donald, the

majority of Reddit’s user base.4 The justification given was violent comments aimed toward

government officials, posted by anonymous users. This quarantine occurred only after a Media

Matters article and a campaign by censor extraordinaire and spoiled rich child Carlos Maza. In

response, we conducted a review of other subreddits and compiled a twenty-five-page report

on violent comments directed at government officials. Of particular note was the fact that the

far-left r/politics subreddit contained twenty-nine violent comments in a post about the same

exact story, a standoff between Republicans and Democrats in Oregon, each one of which far

exceeded the ferocity of the seven that resulted in our quarantine.5We unsuccessfully tried to

appeal our quarantine by preparing an in-depth report demonstrating the changes we made

and the accompanying data. We complied with all requests from administrators. Reddit

responded by notifying us that the quarantine would remain in place because we failed to meet

a metric that they would not share with us and because our users supposedly upvoted content

that violated their intentionally broad rules, something over which we had no control. Even after

condemnation from a member of Congress, Representative Jim Banks (R-IN), Reddit wouldn’t

budge.6On February 25, 2020, Reddit hammered the final nail into the coffin of r/The_Donald.

With no prior warning, they gutted our moderation team by removing our sixteen most active

moderators.7 Over subsequent days, Jessica Ashooh, author of such articles as “What the

Rise of the Islamic State Tells Us About Donald Trump: And How to Take Them Both Down,”

and her community team removed several more, leaving us unable to properly run the web’s

largest hub for Trump supporters. Thankfully, we prepared for this eventuality by creating a site

for our user base without the activist interference of Reddit, thedonald.win, which we now call

home.A common phrase uttered by the liberal-outrage mob is “If you don’t like it, build your

own platform.” We did and our host was immediately targeted by the same people whose goal

in life is to silence dissenting opinions. After a few bumps in the road, we now find that traffic

exceeds that of r/The_Donald, and we will only continue to grow the community. Our time on

Reddit is over, but our next phase of online Trump support is only beginning. We look forward

to the day when we may discuss the actions of Reddit’s leadership team with members of

Congress and prepare them for any hearings.We only hope that other Trump supporters,

spread out across leftist-owned platforms like Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, will find a way

to escape the grip of Silicon Valley censors before the next election. As you’ll find out in the

rest of this book, our experience dealing with Big Tech censorship is not unique to Reddit—the

same story is being played out across the entire internet.PROLOGUE:The Typewriter That

Talked BackThe year is 1968. The internet is nothing but a glint in the eye of a scientist working

for the Defense Department’s Advanced Research Projects Agency. Computers are the size of

large rooms and are used mainly by NASA scientists and the military. “Internet” isn’t even a

word, and the pocket calculator has yet to achieve mass-market appeal.There’s still some

technology, though—typewriters are nearly ubiquitous, which means the public has an easy

and inexpensive way to communicate.It just so happens that typing is exactly what you’re

doing. You sit at your desk; your fingers skate across the keys of your typewriter. But

something’s wrong.The typewriter has stopped working. It’s not broken. Everything seems to



be working fine. It’s just that no words are coming out.You give the typewriter a few prods.

Nothing happens. You take the paper out of the paper roll and replace it with a new one. Still

nothing. You try once more to type a few words. Nothing.Suddenly, and entirely of its own

accord, the typewriter jumps into action. Your hands are nowhere near it, yet there it is, typing

out a message, all on its own:Dear Customer,We regret to inform you that your last letter

violated our terms of service (Rule 32: Abusive & Offensive Content). We have suspended

access to your typewriter for 24 hours.Regards,Twit Typewriters Co.Bemused, you go to the

phone. The last letter you wrote was to your friend Pat O’Reilly. Maybe you wrote one too many

Irish jokes? You dial Pat’s number, preparing to tell him about the strange turn of events.But

Pat doesn’t pick up. Instead, your ears are greeted by the brisk tone of an operator, who

delivers the following message:“Good morning. Our systems detected that, in your last call, you

told a joke beginning with the line ‘An Englishman, an Irishman, and a Scotsman walk into a

bar…’ We regret to inform you that this violated our policies on offensive stereotypes. You are

banned from using your phone for forty-eight hours. Warm wishes, Bell Telephones

Co.”Click.Outraged, you grab your pen and begin scribbling a letter to the telephone company.

Who the hell do they think they are? You’re a paying customer, goddammit! And you’re Irish—

you feel it’s your right to poke fun at your countrymen! You spend several minutes furiously

jotting down your thoughts about Bell Telephones Co., going so far as to suggest that it’s a

monopoly and ought to be broken up. A radical idea like that ought to get their attention!You

seal the envelope and head for the post office. It’s a cool, brisk December day. On your way,

you decide to stop at the newsstand—you want to pick up a copy of Peace Now. It’s a fringe,

far-left magazine, but with so much government propaganda about the escalating war in

Vietnam, it’s the only information source you trust.The last time you visited the newsstand, you

could find no copies of Peace Now. It’s not entirely surprising, because the mag is known for its

fascination with outlandish stories like the alleged military cover-up of an attack that never

happened in the Gulf of Tonkin, and a secret CIA mind-control project called MKUltra. State

sources have rubbished both stories as conspiracy theories—but you still don’t appreciate

newsstand owners not giving you a wide range of reading options.Maybe Peace Now is too

kooky to read, but that should be your decision to make. After all, if the stories have even a

grain of truth behind them, they’re of huge public importance.Still, the newsstand must surely

have the Bugler, a highly popular newspaper that’s both antiwar and antiestablishment. The

paper’s editorial board reluctantly backed Richard Nixon prior to the 1968 presidential election

as a result of his pledge to pull out of Vietnam.But at the newsstand, you receive yet another

surprise. The New York Times is there, the Washington Post is there, even the National

Enquirer is there. However, in place of the Bugler, there’s only this short notice:This newsstand

no longer stocks the Bugler, which has been categorized as “fake news” by third-party

watchdogs. Thank you.Marvin Suckerberg, Newsstands Inc.The ban on one of your favorite

newspapers is a huge problem, not least because Suckerberg’s Newsstands Inc. recently

bought out every competing newsstand in your city. There are no alternatives.“What’s going

on?” you ask. “How come you’ve dropped the Bugler?”The owner of the newsstand, his nose

buried in a copy of the New Yorker, puts down the magazine and peers at you curiously.“The

Bugler is fake news, according to several reputable fact-checkers. Several of my employees

petitioned me to drop it, and I agreed with their position. So, it’s gone, that’s that. If you’re

determined to read it, you can get it directly from their printing facility. It’s about five hours’ drive

away, mind you.”The vendor returns to his reading material—but you aren’t satisfied with his

explanation. “Who are these fact-checkers?” you demand. “Millions of people read the Bugler!

It’s the most popular paper in the state!”Once again, the newsstand owner puts down his



magazine.“Well, of course it’s popular. That’s the whole problem. We can’t allow misinformation

to spread, can we?“Say…,” he continues, now eyeing you suspiciously. “You didn’t vote for

Nixon, did you? I heard that most Bugler readers voted for Nixon.”You’re about to retort, but a

glance at your watch tells you the post office will close in twenty minutes. Still annoyed, you

turn and walk away.The vendor yells after you: “You should be ashamed of yourself! Nixon’s a

radical! His ‘Silent Majority’ slogan is code for fascism! He’s literally Hitl—”The postal clerk

greets you with a smile, clearly in a much better mood than the newsstand owner. And why

shouldn’t he be? It’s 1968, and it’ll be decades before his job becomes threatened by robots

and mass immigration.“Hello, sir,” he says cheerily. “We were expecting you!”“Expecting me?”

you reply. “You knew I was writing a complaint to Bell Telephones?”“Oh no, sir. We thought

you’d be wondering why we returned all the mail you sent out last week. About six letters, I

think it was. Should have been sent back to your address earlier this morning.”“Sent back?” you

ask. “What do you mean, ‘sent back’? Hold on…”You put two and two together.“Have I been

banned from using the mail?”“That’s right, sir!” The clerk beams, still blissfully unaware of

immigrants and robots. “It’ll last for precisely two weeks. Just long enough for you to learn the

error of your ways!”You close your eyes for several seconds, attempting to contain your

anger.“Why…? How…?”“It’s quite simple,” replies the clerk. “When we read your mail two

weeks ago, we found a couple of jokes about Irishmen. They were hilarious—and so true. I’m

Irish. But they violated our code of—”“You read my mail?!” you exclaim. “Why the hell are you

reading my mail?!”“Well, of course we read your mail, sir,” says the clerk hurriedly. “Otherwise

we wouldn’t know what advertisements to send you! You see, we wouldn’t want your letterbox

to be bombarded with pointless ads for the Ford Falcon when your last few letters have all

been about how happy you are with your brand-new Chevy Chevelle. This way, we can send

you ads for spare tires and accessories instead. Really, it’s just so we can improve your user

experience! There’s nothing to worry about!”“Stop it! You stop it right now!” you bellow. “I never

signed up for that!”“Ah, but you did, sir. Here, take a look.”The clerk hands you a one-inch-by-

one-inch postage stamp.“This is just a stamp. What am I looking at?”“Take a closer look,

sir.”You bring the stamp up to your face and squint at it. Scrawled in tiny writing across the

bottom is a message:TERMS OF SERVICE: ALL MAIL WILL BE MONITORED AND

REVIEWED TO IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE AND ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH OUR

CODE OF CONDUCT. FOR A FULL LIST OF PROHIBITED COMMUNICATIONS, PLEASE

SEE ONE OF OUR STORE CLERKS.You are now quite convinced that the world has gone

mad. You read the message three times, just to be sure. You’re barely paying attention to the

clerk as he explains your suspension.“So, because of the offensive jokes about Irish people,

who are a protected group after facing considerable discrimination—”“Hold on a second,” you

interrupt. “I’m part Irish. And so is my friend, whom I wrote those letters to. How can you

suspend my service for something that neither of us found offensive?”“Well, I sympathize, sir,

but Lena McDunham and Kathy McGriffin might not see it that way,” replies the clerk. “If they

got wind of this—”“I don’t care! They’re not even funny!” you declare.“Keep your voice down!”

hisses the clerk. “Their talent agency represents half the stars in Hollywood. Do you know how

much fan mail their clients get on a weekly basis? That’s a huge chunk of our revenues! We

can’t risk that for one man’s right to tell a joke!”You’ve finally had enough.“That’s it, to hell with

the post office,” you declare, heading toward the door. “I’m taking my business to FedEx.”“Good

luck!” yells the clerk as you leave. “They won’t be founded until 1971!”It occurred to the clerk

that his very angry customer wouldn’t have much luck in 1971 either.After all, if FedEx were to

carry hate speech in its mail trucks, it’d only be a matter of time before it was banned from

using the roads.Stranger Than FictionSometimes, the only way to understand the weirdness of



the present is by comparing it to the past. But as time goes on, such an exercise becomes

difficult. Many of those reading this book have little, if any, experience with typewriters. Sending

a letter through the mail seems archaic, unless it’s a Valentine’s Day or Christmas card. If we’re

not careful, the generation born today will have to ask their grandparents what it was like to

communicate without feeling that a giant corporation was listening to what they said and

reading what they wrote.Many commentators have warned that the unchecked power of Big

Tech corporations means that dystopia is just around the corner. This book reveals a far more

unsettling truth: the dystopia is already here. We’re just desensitized to it.Google Docs is a

typewriter that talks back. It has terms of service, and one of its terms is that you don’t engage

in “abuse.” If you violate its terms, it will kick you off. That’s exactly what happened in October

2017, when a number of writers working on documents about innocuous topics like wildlife

crime and the multiplayer role-playing computer game RuneScape were unceremoniously

locked out of their work.1 It was an accident—Google later admitted that they had been

erroneously censored for “abusive content” and quickly restored their access. But the incident

showed how much power the company has given itself. Even your private projects can be

taken away from you if Google deems them “abusive.”“Abusive,” along with “dangerous” and

“harmful,” is a word that has been weaponized by censors, because it can be stretched to

cover virtually any expression they may wish to discredit. In the early days of tech, it referred to

indisputable “abuses” of communication systems, like phishing, spam, and malware. Now it

encompasses a huge variety of flexible terms that allow tech companies to censor at will—

among them “fake news,” “misinformation,” “hate speech.” What do these words mean? Where

did the words come from and who decides what is “fake”? Is there an agreed definition? More

important, which definition is Google or Facebook or Twitter using?We don’t know the answer

to that last question, because much of the companies’ operations are hidden from view in an

inscrutable black box—but we do know that it could change at any time. As we’ll see later in

this book, many of Silicon Valley’s more militant censors would like to stretch terms like “abuse”

and “misinformation” as far as they possibly can. So would politicians, who may want the terms

to cover their opponents, and media organizations, whose managers want the terms to cover

their competitors.You might think that Microsoft Word is better than its primary competitor,

Google Docs. After all, Word was originally an offline product—surely their terms of service

can’t be too weird.Wrong! Microsoft’s services agreement is, if anything, worse than Google’s.2

In addition to prohibiting the sharing of “inappropriate content” (was there ever a vaguer

term?), Microsoft prohibits the communication of “hate speech,” a term that modern-day

censors love even more than they love “abuse.” Users are warned that any transgression of the

service agreement could result in a shutdown of their Microsoft account or their Skype

account.Yes, both your typewriter and your telephone now have minds of their own. And, if

Microsoft’s service agreement is anything to go by, they also have their own set of moral

values.What about the other weird scenarios I mentioned, like the postal service reading your

mail? By now, I would hope that everyone is aware that Google scans your inbox, both to

personalize its services to its users and (until recently) to target ads. Is this any different from

the post office opening your letters and reading them? If the U.S. Postal Service said it was

doing so only to “improve our service,” would you trust them?Newsstand bans on newspapers

for “fake news” have also become a reality in the digital world. These occur through bans on

“low-quality” or “fake-news” sources, or algorithm adjustments that make the labeled sources

nearly impossible to find. It’s like your TV hiding channels from you—even the popular ones.

Scan Apple’s recommended news sources and you’ll find plenty of establishment sources like

The Economist, the Washington Post, and Time magazine, but you won’t find populist,



dissident sources like Breitbart News on the right or the Intercept on the left. You can still add

such sites to your feed, but only by searching for them manually. Google, meanwhile, has all

but booted mainstream conservative sources like Conservative Tribune out of its news search

results altogether and is under constant pressure from its activist employees to blacklist

Breitbart, too. A study by Northwestern University found that more than 25 percent of the news

stories Google delivers to its users via its “top stories” feature came from CNN, the New York

Times, and the Washington Post. You’re likely to find less variety in Google’s top news results

than you would at a brick-and-mortar newsstand!And what about the Irishman being banned

for making jokes about Irishmen to another Irishman? Well, as the recent Newsweek headline

“Why Are All the Conservative Loudmouths Irish-American?” suggests, Irish stereotypes are

apparently acceptable today.3 Still, you should prepare to be banned for even the slightest hint

of derogatory phrases, even if no one involved is offended. Facebook has repeatedly locked

gay users out of their accounts for using the word “faggot,” even if they’re trying to reclaim the

word from bigots by using it as a tongue-in-cheek reference to themselves and their friends.4

Unsurprisingly, the artificial intelligence (AI) systems trained by Silicon Valley to detect

wrongspeech aren’t so intelligent after all, and don’t understand context. The very mechanisms

designed to “protect” minorities end up censoring them instead.The postal service that won’t let

you send messages for fear of offending its lucrative celebrity clients? That’s Twitter, a platform

of profound political importance that also appears to be highly dependent on the whims of thin-

skinned celebrities and their influential talent agencies. This is common knowledge among

current and former Twitter employees, some of whom have been interviewed for this book—in

the strictest confidentiality for fear of being blacklisted across Silicon Valley.Even without inside

sources, we can see Twitter’s pro-celebrity bias. Former soccer star and TV host Gary Lineker

is free to call anyone he likes a “d*ck,”5 but when a British political satirist fired back, calling

him a “c*nt” (a far less offensive term in the United Kingdom than in Silicon Valley), he received

a lifetime Twitter ban—a ridiculously disproportionate punishment.6 In other notorious cases,

celebrity Twitter users have threatened violence against high school kids without even losing

their verified checkmark, a de facto stamp of approval from the platform.7 According to a

BuzzFeed report from 2016, major Hollywood agencies like CAA are prone to bullying Twitter

into rule changes desired by their celebrity clients, threatening mass boycotts from high-profile

celebrity Twitter users when they don’t get their way.8If it’s not celebrities calling the shots to

tech giants, it’s politicians and corporate journalists. In 2018, Google intervened on YouTube,

which it owns, to remove videos critical of the Federal Reserve from its top ten search results

for the term “Federal Reserve.” The cause? A tweet from MSNBC journalist Chris Hayes, who

complained that anti-Fed videos were doing too well in YouTube’s algorithm.9A few months

later, a complaint from a Slate journalist about pro-life videos led Google to conduct a similar

reordering of YouTube search results for “abortion.” This establishment favoritism affects both

the Right and the Left—research from leading search engine expert and psychologist Robert

Epstein found that Google searches tended to favor Democratic presidential candidate Hillary

Clinton in the 2016 general election10—but no such favoritism was found for her

antiestablishment primary opponent, Bernie Sanders.The influence of politicians on Silicon

Valley is more worrying. Bans of antiestablishment figures, like radio shock jock Alex Jones in

the United States and populist activist Tommy Robinson in the United Kingdom, from social

media platforms frequently occur after campaigns by politicians in those countries. Whatever

you may think of such individuals, you should be deeply concerned about corporations being

able to shut down political opposition. Through their influence on Big Tech, Western elites have

given themselves the power to silence figures of immense political consequence.The



democratic process has evolved over centuries to stop politicians from imposing their policies

without public debate, judicial review, or other checks and balances. By turning to corporations

to do their bidding, politicians aim to bypass that time-honored process. Whether you like Alex

Jones or not, that’s dangerous—it’s exactly how the Chinese government uses its own

corporations.“Hold on a second,” says the conservative establishment. “It’s still a free market,

isn’t it? Doesn’t Twitter have a competitor?”Not really. Think back to my bizarre example of

FedEx trucks being banned from the roads for carrying hate speech. That’s essentially what

happened to Gab, a social media platform committed to hosting the maximum level of First

Amendment–protected speech—just as mainstream platforms like Twitter once did.But the

same principles about which Twitter once boasted now amount to hate speech for most Big

Tech companies. It wasn’t long before Gab’s mobile app was banned from both the App Store

and the Google Play Store. When Apple and Google combined have a 99 percent market

share of smartphone operating systems, they can make it nearly impossible for any apps they

disapprove of to reach consumers.11There are complicated workarounds to installing an app

without the help of Google and Apple, but these back doors are too cumbersome for the

average consumer to master. For all intents and purposes, the App Store and the Play Store

are the highways of the app economy—the only ways for businesses to deliver their products.

Gab is banned from both.But that wasn’t enough for the opponents of free speech on the web.

Even without access to the app stores, Gab was still online and operational. That changed in

late 2018 when, following negative news stories about the platform, Gab lost its cloud hosting

provider, domain name registrar, and payments processor. Without these, Gab was forced

offline until it found replacements. The explanation was that the platform had played host to a

deadly terrorist—but at the height of the Islamic State’s power, Twitter played host to thousands

of terrorists, and was never taken offline.There’ll be more on the Gab story later in this book,

but the point to remember is this: there’s no free market. Today, if you try to create a platform

with the same free-speech principles that Twitter used to follow, Silicon Valley will deny you

access to payment processors, smartphone app stores, and possibly the internet itself.When

tech giants, in addition to controlling the largest platforms on the web, also control the means

of competing with them, we no longer have a free-market economy. We have an oligopoly

economy, dominated by a few giant companies that follow largely the same ideology.Only this

time, it’s more dangerous. We’re not talking about a telephone monopoly that provides poor

service due to lack of competition, as Ma Bell used to do. Nor are we talking about a railroad

monopoly that engages in rate fixing, as the nineteenth-century rail barons did. Those were all

problematic to the public interest and deserved to be corrected, but they were not existential

threats to freedom and democracy.The tech monopolies of today are far more dangerous. The

product over which they have a monopoly is nothing as mundane as railroads or telephones—

it’s us. It’s our personal information, our political viewpoints, our attention, and our content. Big

Tech owns the mother of all public squares, it owns the devices in our homes and pockets, and

it’s using them to find out everything about us.Completing the picture of a totalitarian digital

nation-state, Facebook has announced the creation of its own digital currency, the Libra coin—

which would give the company the power to regulate and spy on our purchases as well.

Facebook and Google are tirelessly working on new ways to use our data to manipulate us—

originally so that advertisers could target us, and now, terrifyingly, so that the Big Tech

companies can change our moral conduct and our political beliefs. If you resist? They’ll just

ban you.Since the birth of the modern world, fiction and nonfiction writers have warned that

new technologies could usher in an age of unprecedented tyranny. Novels like 1984 and Brave

New World imagined humanity in the grip of technological dystopias.But those novels imagined



worlds that were far in the future. This book reveals a grim truth: the age of digital tyranny is

already here. It is a particularly cruel kind of tyranny, because immediately preceding it was a

period of true, uninhibited digital freedom. Silicon Valley entrepreneurs gave the world

something precious, valuable, and almost universally beloved—and then made us watch as

they smashed it to pieces.Some of what Silicon Valley is doing is being done quite openly—FB

taking down an immigration ad; YouTube taking down more than three hundred pro-Trump ads;

Twitter banning a preposterous number of prominent Trump supporters from its platform. We’ll

cover this open censorship in chapter 5.Some of it is hidden, coming into public view only

through leaks. For example, it was not until an enterprising Google employee told me about it

that we learned that YouTube has on numerous occasions adjusted its search results for

politically charged topics in response to complaints from left-wing journalists. We’ll go into

detail about that leak in chapter 10, which is about YouTube. Chapter 6 explains how the

algorithms of Big Tech companies can be manipulated against conservatives, while still

granting those tech companies plausible deniability.Leaks have also revealed that some in

Silicon Valley know exactly what the goal is in 2020. Leaked footage of Google executives that I

published in September 2019 revealed the company’s leadership making sinister comments

that suggested a game plan: they talked of the need to “deploy the great strength of the

company” and make the populist movement a “blip” in history.There were grumblings about the

dangers of an overly free internet before Trump. In 2013–15, mainstream journalists and

progressive commentators started to notice that comments sections under news articles and

social media platforms like Twitter were being used to mock them and counter their points.

There was a lot of talk about “toxic comments sections.” But it wasn’t until Trump was elected

president that opposition to the laissez-faire internet turned into a full-blown

firestorm.Republicans missed their chance to regulate the tech giants. The easiest time would

have been in 2017 and 2018, when they controlled the White House and both houses of

Congress. They could have amended Section 230, the law that allows tech platforms to censor

at will. Chapter 15 examines the inaction of politicians in more detail.The story of how we got

here is also a story of monopolization—how a handful of corporations accountable to no one

took over the web, killing the libertarian dream that it would be decentralized. Chapter 2

addresses this story in detail.But before we get to that, we must first look at how Silicon Valley

views elections that don’t go its way—and why that view threatens democracy.1. A Very

Offensive ElectionIn November 2016, a disturbance in the force hit Northern California. It was

as if millions of trendy, high-income Silicon Valley leftists suddenly cried out in terror… and

haven’t stopped crying since. No, I’m not badly quoting Star Wars; I’m describing the actual

reaction of the tech nerds who had, for the previous decade, spun an image of themselves as

the smartest people in the world, and now felt that they had been let down by their alleged

galaxy-size brains. Just as it had done to election pollsters and journalists, the U.S. presidential

election outcome had utterly confounded Silicon Valley’s predictions. The impossible had

happened. The reckoning was here. Donald Trump was president.At an all-hands meeting of

Google held shortly after the election, a crestfallen Sergey Brin took the stage. Like a priest at

a funeral, the Google cofounder channeled the grief of his congregation.“As an immigrant and

a refugee, I certainly find this election deeply offensive, and I know many of you do too.”“Most

people here are pretty upset and pretty sad,” he said. “[The election result]… conflicts with

many of our values.”Brin’s remarks—an open display of political bias from a leader of the

world’s most powerful tech company—were never meant to reach the public. But at that time,

Google recorded its all-hands meetings, conducted at its Mountain View headquarters, for

internal use. I obtained a leaked copy of the video in 2018 and subsequently published the full



recording at Breitbart News.1A string of other downcast Google executives followed Brin’s

speech, each expressing a similar mix of fear, pain, and outrage.Kent Walker, Google’s head of

global affairs, suggested the election was the result of “xenophobia, hatred, and a desire for

answers that may or may not be there” and expressed concerns that the world was moving

toward a “tribalism that’s self-destructive [in] the long-term.”Eileen Naughton, the company’s

head of human resources, joked about moving to Canada.Ruth Porat, the chief financial officer,

tried to recount her experience of election night, only to break down in tears halfway through.

She then led a company-wide group hug.Virtually every top Google executive, including CEO

Sundar Pichai, was onstage. None of them expressed anything but horror at the election of

President Trump. When one low-level Google employee asked the executives if they saw

anything positive arising from the election, the room erupted in laughter.Pichai reluctantly

conceded that Trump’s plans to improve the U.S. infrastructure might be a positive, while Brin

said any hopes that Trump might do good things required “wishful thinking.”Brin, who opened

the meeting by calling the decision of the American public “offensive,” went on to say that he

believed that “boredom” had driven American voters to “extremism.”At one point, Brin seemed

to suggest that Jigsaw, a program Google developed to intervene in search results to guide

potential Islamic terrorists away from extremist content, could be used to tackle this new form

of “extremism.”Kent Walker, the company’s legal chief, said that they should work to ensure

that the populist movement represented by Trump became nothing more than a “blip” and a

“hiccup” in history’s march toward progress.I found the video particularly shocking because, as

a Brit, I can imagine the scandal that would have erupted had the director-general of the British

Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) made similar comments. Although the broadcaster is

notorious for the left-wing bias of its employees, its leaders would quickly be given a one-way

ticket out of the company if they dared undermine its public commitment to political neutrality.

Even in private, they wouldn’t dare express such strong opinions about the election of a new

prime minister—and they certainly wouldn’t do so in front of the whole company.Google may

not be a quasi-state-run organization like the BBC (indeed, Google is far more powerful), but it

regularly makes similar public commitments to neutrality—its CEO has even done so under

oath, before Congress. What’s more, with its dominance over search results, online news

aggregation, and smartphone operating systems, Google’s capacity to influence democratic

elections goes far beyond that of any other company. The only entities that come close to its

potential influence on politics are other Silicon Valley giants, such as Facebook and Twitter. Yet

here was its entire leadership team, nakedly displaying their horror at the outcome of a

democratic election.A few miles away, at Facebook headquarters, the mood was much the

same.“One person described it being like a portal to a different dimension opened up on

election night that no one thought existed,” a source close to the company told me. The source

said that the atmosphere within the company was one of shock and despondency.“What I am

given to understand is that there were a lot of crestfallen faces, stunned and shocked silence.

There were some grave announcements from the higher-ups and a town hall meeting [at which

it was] suggested [that] everyone use it as a teachable moment and to look for common

ground, because of course the idea of sharing and building friendships is what Facebook built

its entire company on.“Rather than use it as a teachable moment… the groupthink coalesced,

the righteous anger intensified, and people went into full-on revolt.”It wasn’t long before news of

the revolt trickled out of the company. Less than two weeks after the election, BuzzFeed

published a story about a group of “renegade Facebook employees” who had, in defiance of

cofounder and CEO Mark Zuckerberg, set up a group to combat “fake news.”2 This was shortly

after the term “fake news,” a catchall concept used by the Left in part to demonize pro-Trump



media, had entered the popular lexicon.My source compared the attitude of left-wing Facebook

employees with those of other industries known for their liberal slants.“If you work in San

Francisco (or L.A., or New York, for that matter), in certain industries, the thought that anyone

outside your echo chamber exists is unfathomable,” my source said. “Put it this way: if you are a

liberal, Bay Area millennial, you’re going to approach your job with a certain unconscious bias,

same as you might a West Virginian coal miner.”He’s not wrong—but the thing about those

other industries is, they don’t have anywhere close to Silicon Valley’s power to control political

speech and influence elections. And, according to a different source at Facebook, those initial

feelings of shock quickly morphed into a desire for action—a desperate scramble to do

something, anything, to “fix” what had gone wrong.“Immediately after the election, GSM

[Global Sales and Marketing] folks, folks in other areas of Facebook, and even executives were

very outspoken about their feelings,” said the insider. “It was easy to notice that the most

outspoken Trump antagonists were soon working in, and leading, the efforts to combat fake

news, misinformation, and polarization.“These efforts were never presented as a referee

system [which would have dissuaded those antagonists from joining], but instead [were

presented] as a way to invoke positive social change. The well was poisoned from the

start.”According to my insider, Facebook held post-election meetings that resembled Google’s—

with a clear focus on how to make elections “better.”“In the integrity kickoff meeting shortly after

the election, employees fantasized about how they could improve elections here and abroad,”

said my source. “Many noncitizen tech workers were upset that they could not vote in the U.S.

election when they saw the results. Some saw Facebook’s election efforts as a gateway to

[influence] the vote without needing a vote. Facebook is fighting foreign influence with its own

foreign influence.”Back at Google, left-leaning employees at the company were, according to

my sources, just as distraught as the higher-ups who had spoken in the leaked video. One of

my insiders, former Chromebook engineer Kevin Cernekee, recalls a range of bizarre behavior

from his colleagues at the time:“Many of my colleagues took the entire week off to mourn—

managers openly encouraged this. These same managers sent out wistful emails pontificating

about how the election was a devastating setback for women and minorities, and that we

should keep their struggle at the forefront of our minds.“There were numerous cases of

employees sending anti-Trump propaganda, invitations to protests, and solicitations for

progressive charities straight to their work mailing lists.“They did not seem to consider the

possibility that some of their coworkers might be Republicans. The blatant in-your-face

workplace activism even made some progressives uncomfortable,” said

Cernekee.“Administrative assistants discussed ways to change their groups’ purchasing

decisions to boycott small businesses whose owners supported Republicans.“Everywhere you

looked, there was a massive frenzy of overdramatized complaints that President-Elect Trump

was plotting to put innocents in death camps, deny lifesaving drugs to members of the LGBT

community, and perpetrate ethnic cleansing.”According to Cernekee, requests to move to the

company’s Canada offices were more than just a joke. “There were a bunch of employees who

made a huge deal about how they felt unsafe in the U.S. and wanted to transfer to Canada,” he

said. “There was an official (semi-tongue-in-cheek) announcement from Eileen Naughton

saying that the Canada offices are full and they’re looking for options to accommodate

employees who fear for their lives under a Trump administration.”As had occurred at Facebook,

the anger and sorrow quickly transformed into calls for action. Around the time of the

inauguration, said Cernekee, “activists formed a ‘Rogue National Parks’ [Google Plus, the

company’s social network] community to brainstorm ways to undermine the administration.

This is where the massive outdoor protest was originally planned. Directors were involved from



the start. They initially pretended it was a grassroots effort but dropped the facade when

various VPs lent their support to the protest.”The anti-Trump plotting apparently went beyond

protests and angry internal messages. A lawsuit filed by former employee James Damore

alleged that Alon Altman, a senior engineer at Google, suggested that the company

“brick” (i.e., sabotage) the president’s Android phone, and ban the Gmail accounts of his

administration’s senior officials and staff.According to the suit, Altman also called for the

company I work for, conservative media giant Breitbart News, to be stripped of all Google ads,

saying the tech giant should “use the full economic force [of] Google for good.”3 An internal

mailing list called “Resist” was set up and used by employees to brainstorm how to undermine

Trump and his movement. Altman’s suggestion that Breitbart be stripped of its ad revenue

gained momentum inside the company—Google’s activists launched a company-wide petition

to have the site demonetized, while an advertising account manager directed major advertisers

to the page of the Sleeping Giants, a far-left organization that spreads smears about

conservative media websites in an effort to frighten advertisers away from them.4 The suit

states that senior management did little to clamp down on these efforts; according to

Cernekee, many even encouraged them.As internal activism progressed, said Cernekee,

“there were a dozen-plus ‘resist’ groups since people also set up local groups (resist-mv, resist-

sf, resist-nyc, I think) to coordinate activist gatherings in each region.“One thing I remember

seeing on these lists is training for ‘ICE intervention,’ where employees would learn how to

interfere with Border Patrol enforcement operations.”While Google’s leaders did not indulge

every crazy idea (the company never “bricked” Trump’s phone—although that’s hardly a high

bar to clear!), it pays to remember that such rabid displays of partisan bias would be frowned

upon at traditional media companies, even those with profound left-wing slants like the New

York Times or CNN. And Google is a far more dangerous company than either of those.Vested

InterestsOne of the more instructive moments in the leaked Google video comes at the end,

when Sergey Brin says, “He [Trump] could do anything. I mean, we have no idea. You really

don’t know.” Elsewhere in the video, public policy chief Kent Walker says that “nobody knows”

whom Trump would pick for Federal Communications Commission chair. “We don’t even know

who’s doing some of the transition work in some cases… We’re going to have to deal with a

new cast of characters. We’re figuring out who those characters are and what their policies will

be.”In so many words, Google’s leaders were telling their employees that the election had

blindsided them—that they hadn’t bothered building any serious connections with potential

Trump appointees during the run-up to the election, and now they had no idea what his

administration was going to do, or who would be doing it. Silicon Valley’s masters of the

universe, who had for years been giving their users algorithmic feedback loops, echo chambers

where they were fed content that reaffirmed their views, had been caught flat-footed, thanks to

their very own progressive Bay Area echo chamber.It’s safe to say that the tech giant would not

have encountered the same problem had a Democrat been elected to the Oval Office. The

back-and-forth links between Silicon Valley and senior Democrat politicians is shocking—one

investigation by the online news publication the Intercept found that 55 Google employees left

the tech giant to take positions in the Obama administration, and 197 government employees

moved from the federal bureaucracy to Google or to other companies and organizations owned

by Eric Schmidt, who was then executive chairman of the company. To get a sense of how

extraordinary those numbers are, there are currently only 377 people employed in the West

Wing.From the Intercept: “Google [alumni] work in the departments of State, Defense,

Commerce, Education, Justice, and Veterans Affairs. One works at the Federal Reserve,

another at the U.S. Agency for International Development. The highest number—29—moved



from Google into the White House. The State Department had the next highest with just five.

The moves from Google to government got more frequent in the later Obama years; 11

occurred in 2014 and 16 in 2015, after only 18 in the entire first term.”The investigation also

discovered seven cases of “full revolutions through the revolving door”—individuals who either

went “from Google to government and back again, or from the government to Google and then

back again.”5Government links are just one aspect of Silicon Valley’s incestuously close

relationship with the Democrats. There are also political links. Leaked emails released via

WikiLeaks showed that Eric Schmidt, then the executive chairman of Google’s parent

company, Alphabet Inc., gave extensive advice and support to Hillary Clinton at the earliest

stages of her 2016 presidential campaign. A leaked email from Clinton campaign manager

John Podesta said that Schmidt “clearly wants to be head outside advisor.”6 And at Clinton’s

election night party in New York City, Schmidt was spotted wearing a Clinton “staff” badge.7 It

seems clear that the man who was second only to cofounders Larry Page and Sergey Brin in

influence at Google was deeply embedded in the Clinton campaign.In the course of my

investigations into Big Tech, I uncovered even more links between the Democrats and Silicon

Valley companies. Searching LinkedIn’s database of Facebook employees in 2018, I found

forty-five Facebook employees who had previously worked for Hillary Clinton’s election

campaigns, Barack Obama’s election campaigns, or Barack Obama’s White House. By way of

comparison, I found just seven Facebook staffers who had previously worked for Mitt Romney’s

2012 campaign. Clearly, the balance was tilted very much in favor of former Democrat

staffers.Former Democratic operatives can be found in positions across the company, from

marketing and recruitment to creative roles, where political bias arguably might have less of an

impact. But others could be found in more impactful roles, like the “news integrity” team, as well

as in senior positions on the company’s public policy and research teams. One former Obama

staffer, Anthea Strong, worked at Google on a team that dealt specifically with civics and

elections before moving to Facebook to work on its news team. And that doesn’t even cover

people like Nick Clegg, who led a Liberal Democratic party into government in the United

Kingdom before joining Facebook’s leadership team. On the Right, the only similarly well-

known figure linked to the company is Peter Thiel—who, as a board member, isn’t even

involved in the day-to-day running of the company.Understanding the deep links that existed

between Silicon Valley and the Democratic Party casts Google leaders’ post-election confusion

in a new light. Sergey Brin said he had “no idea” what President Trump was about to do after

his election victory. Would he have said the same about Hillary Clinton? With Eric Schmidt at

her election night party wearing a “staff” badge, and former Google employees all over the

Obama White House, it’s safe to say that Google would have had a much better idea of what a

Democratic administration was going to do. But Google’s leaders simply never imagined that

their political fellow travelers would be kicked out of office. And, like the rest of the elite

progressive class, they certainly never imagined that somebody like Trump could do it. Didn’t

the New York Times give Hillary a 91 percent chance of victory less than a month before the

election? What happened?!With most industries (banking is an example), the main concern

with regard to crossover employees is that they will influence government policy in their

companies’ favor. Countless articles have been written about how big banks like Goldman

Sachs have benefited by placing their former employees in top positions within presidential

administrations.With Big Tech, however, the concern is twofold: as with the banks, an overly

close relationship between Big Tech and the White House increases the likelihood of policies

that unfairly favor the former. “Net neutrality,” an Obama-era policy that favored web companies

like Google and Netflix to the detriment of telecom companies like Verizon, was one such



example, which we’ll cover in detail later in the book. But there’s also another concern—

employees who cross over from a political party or a presidential administration to a Big Tech

company may subsequently influence that tech company to support their favored political

candidates and causes. After all, there’s no law to stop them, so why wouldn’t they? At a

company like Goldman Sachs, a progressive employee may well influence the company’s

diversity quotas. But at a Google or a Facebook or a Twitter, politically biased employees can

do far more damage—they can influence the digital public square, the single most important

forum for political debate in the modern world. These are platforms where political activists and

politicians can reach a potential audience of billions. They’re where people go when they want

to find out information about a candidate or a cause. They’re where new political movements

can grow and develop. Rise high enough in Silicon Valley, and you can be no less than the

global referee of democracy. There’s only one difference—a football referee has to follow a

strict set of rules, whereas in Big Tech, the rules change every day.In the following chapters,

we’ll look at some of the ways in which Silicon Valley’s initial shock at the election result turned

to anger—and action. As my sources at Facebook and Google have said, the leftists of Big

Tech didn’t just mire themselves in gloom—they began to organize. Initiatives against “fake

news,” initiatives against “hate speech,” initiatives to promote “election integrity,” all enjoyed a

massive surge of interest in Silicon Valley in the months and years following Trump’s election.

And, according to my sources, the people who were most keen to be part of those efforts were

those who were the most deeply tied to left-wing politics.As we look more closely at how

Silicon Valley adjusted its algorithms, banned high-profile conservatives from its platforms, and

manipulated the information we all encounter on a daily basis, remember the people who are

behind it all. From the top down, Silicon Valley companies are full of rabid political partisans,

incandescent with rage at the result of the 2016 election, as well as guilt that their platforms

might have helped bring about that result. As we’ll see in chapter 3, Silicon Valley’s guilt was a

perfect partner for the panic of the political and media establishments, which blamed Big Tech

for electing Trump and demanded radical changes in policy. This, naturally, empowered the

most radical left-wing activists inside companies like Facebook and Google.Before we get into

all that, though, we need to answer a few questions: How did companies like Facebook and

Google become so important? How did they acquire so much power that even other tech

giants, like Twitter, seem small and unthreatening? Wasn’t it less than a decade ago that the

mantra of the internet was freedom of speech, freedom of information, and open access for

all? Where did those lofty principles go? Are Facebook and Google the whole internet now?

And if so, how did it happen?

DELETED Big Techs dostarlimab, DELETED Big Techs DoorDash, DELETED Big Techs

Dominos, DELETED Big Dollar General, DELETED Big Dollar Tree, DELETED Big Delta

airlines, DELETED Big disney plus, DELETED Big Dairy Queen, DELETED Big dow jones

Woodie, “Very important topic. I cannot overstate the importance of this topic. Cancel culture

and censorship is a very dangerous ideology that is being used to manipulate you. It disturbs

me that people so readily embrace it. In fact, if I bring up a topic that is critical of the left, I get

bombarded with people explaining to me how my news is fake and theirs isn't. It's reached

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/EReMQ/DELETED-Big-Techs-Battle-to-Erase-a-Movement-and-Subvert-Democracy


absurd proportions now. It's even driving crime and other serious political consequences.

Google, Facebook, and Twitter need to get out of politics. We need legislation to fix that.

Corporations do no answer to the people. That is pretty obvious. Even more obvious after

reading this book.Well written. I recommend it. Everyone should read this. Especially if you are

one of those telling everyone their news is fake when in fact, it's your news that is fake.”

Christmas365, “Rivoting and Well-written. The author had me hooked from Chapter One, and I

couldn't put it down. The concept behind the book is well-relayed right away, with the idea of

the phone company or the Post Office refusing to provide service simply because you don't

agree with their politics. Something most of us would find unimaginable. Yet the same

censorship happens every day with Big Tech. And sure, I'd always heard about Fact Checkers

and such, but I had no idea the lengths that Big Tech goes to silence those who don't agree

with them. Plus, I had no idea the numbers of people who had been censored. It's scary,

considering that yes, censorship happened in both Nazi Germany and Communist Russia. It is

terribly damaging to a free society. This is a subject that should be of concern to all

Americans, regardless of your political leanings.  I highly recommend this book.”

Mark Dunk, “Maybe your last chance to preserve your privacy and freedoms. Regardless of

your political affiliation, if you care about freedom, privacy, and personal choice, you need to

read this book. Even Trump-hating lefties can learn how your future is about to be determined

for you regardless of your politics. Be alarmed,  and the do something while there is still time.”

bruce, “Disturbingly Accurate. The book was lent to me by a friend as I was somewhat

skeptical of its premise. The concept of big tech being very powerful with respect to

information content control was not new to me but the level of control is troubling. A bit into the

book I ran the title through Google, Bing and Duck Duck Go and the results with respect to

Google verified the book’s claims.”

TexasGreg, “If you cherish freedom of Speech you need to Reed this. BUY THIS BOOK !!!

Highly recommend!!! A real opener,, Great book. Gives insight to behind the scenes

regarding tech companies shape the reality they want to present as the new normal including

censorship of thoughts that don’t meet how the want you to think. From what the want you to

buy to what thoughts they are driving into Americans. Also covering loss of freedoms of

speech and thought that is on the verge of for ever being lost. The internet promised to be a

platform for diversification of thought.The author explains how this has changed and will further

spiral out of control...”

KL, “Democrats steal freedom. Read how Google Facebook and Amazon steal votes and

elections.”

ronald zaprzal, “Excellent read. A look at the big social media giants.”

Hess Family, “The most important book of our time. It is remarkable that despite a profusion of

technology and newfound ease of communication we have entered an intellectual dark

age.Internet giants such as Facebook, Google, Google subsidiary YouTube and Wikipedia

have been intensively censoring conservative views for years, especially after the 2016

election. These companies have a near-monopoly share of communications in their respective

spaces and have used this power to dramatically reduce the reach of viewpoints that are



disfavored by the left.This book documents with numerous examples the shocking extent to

which conservative views are censored and especially the ways that censorship occurs under

the guise of neutrality. While many conservative speakers have been banned outright, often

without explanation, far more conservative speakers and outlets have been reduced in

influence through shadow bans and derankings by Orwellian 'safety teams' composed almost

entirely of leftists.The left prides itself as the party of science and it is true that more scientists

and tech people are on the left. But censoring views you don’t like is the most anti-intellectual

and anti-scientific practice that there is and big tech is at the forefront of this censorship. Where

the left wing used to be the champions of free speech, suddenly they are widely against it.The

principle of that the clash of opposing views is the way to truth, recognized since the time of

Socrates, has been apparently been discarded. Many things that are true are hard to take, but

must be faced, if we are to make good decisions, both individually and collectively. In this

context, the left’s turn toward censorship, carried out primarily though big tech, is a historic

catastrophe.”

Mrs Ilana Greenway, “Good and interesting. Interesting & easy read”

Alpha Bet, “A highly credible but very disturbing book. Read this soon if you care about your

freedom of speech!. What I like about this book is that it's easy to read, well-researched, and

very interesting. But what I find disturbing is how pervasive and effective big-tech censorship

really is. This is truly frightening, because our freedom of speech and democracy are at stake.

Our elections are being manipulated by high-tech elites who lust for power and control, and

who have no respect for our democracy. These Big Tech tyrants are suppressing any news or

opinions that they disagree with. And their censorship is making it very hard to warn the

general public of the danger we are all facing. Consequently, most people just don't realize they

are being deceived with half-truths and outright lies. Meanwhile, more and more conservative

commentators are being permanently banned from Twitter, Youtube, and Facebook. And

Google search results are too often hiding conservative viewpoints.So what can you do? Start

by reading this book, so you can understand the dire challenge we are facing. Then, no matter

what country you live in, spread the word, participate in your democracy, and try to help the

best candidates win.”

Jim Dowdell, “You will never use the internet the same after reading #Deleted. I would give this

six stars if I could! As a white male senior, I have been pushed into the margins of the internet.

I have been deleted. I had believed that this was an organic process but now I understand that

evil, Machiavellian forces have been attacking me. The reasons, the facts and the history of the

internet cabal have been laid bare in this book. Author Allum Bokhari calls the high tech

monopolies “most powerful mind control engine ever created”.The upside of this exposure of

Google’s “The Good Censor report of 2018” is that the battle lines have been drawn. All of us

Deplorables and Smelly Walmart Shoppers no longer need to take their attacks personally. We

know that we are in the fight for freedom and that the mob is winning. But this book has shown

a path to victory.All who are interested and have the courage to fight will read #Deleted and

join the real patriots in the war to save Western Civilization.”

Mehdi, “Enlightening. This is a highly enlightening book. The writer well scrutinizes a series of

horrible censorship cases, and reveals the savage ideologies and motives of the digital nuclear

enterprise of the big techs.The book was written in September, but following what we see

these days (Trump ban, Parler death, twitter/Facebook account purge etc), we shall concretely



comprehend the precedents of the dark age that the big techs and their advocated are crafting

for current (and probably near-future) generations.#Deleted will be remembered as a great

book, a warning for those who care about human freedom.”

The book by Allum Bokhari has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 596 people have provided feedback.
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